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Abstract

In high frequency computational electromagnetics, rigorous numerical
methods be come unrealistic tools due to computational demand increasing
with the frequency. Instead approximations to the solutions of the Maxwell
equations can be employed to evaluate th electromagnetic fields.

In this thesis, we present the implementations of three high frequency
approximat methods. The first two, namely the Geometrical Theory
of Diffraction (GTD) and th Physical Optics (PO), are commonly used
approximations. The third is a new invention that will be referred to as the
Surface Current Extraction-Extrapolation (SCEE).

Specifically, the GTD solver is a flexible and modular software package
which use Non-Uniform Rational B-spline (NURBS) surfaces to model complex
geometries.

The PO solver is based on a triangular description of the surfaces and
includes fas shadowing by ray tracing as well as contribution from edges to
the scattered fields. GTD ray tracing was combined with the PO solver by a
well thought-out software architecture Both implementations are now part
of the GEMS software suite, the General ElectroMag netic Solvers, which
incorporates state-of-the-art numerical methods. During validations both GTD
and PO techniques turned out not to be accurate enough to meet the indus trial
standards, thus creating the need for a new fast approximate method providing
bette control of the approximations.

In the SCEE approach, we construct high frequency approximate surface
currents ex trapolated from rigourous Method of Moments (MoM) models at
lower frequency. T do so, the low frequency currents are projected onto special
basis vectors defined on th surface relative to the direction of the incident
magnetic field. In such configuration, w observe that each component displays
systematic spatial patterns evolving over frequenc in close correlation with
the incident magnetic field, thus allowing us to formulate a fre quency model
for each component. This new approach is fast, provides good control of th
error and represents a platform for future development of high frequency
approximations.

As an application, we have used these tools to analyse the radar detectability
of a new marine distress signaling device. The device, called "Rescue-Wing",
works as an inflatabl radar reflector designed to provide a strong radar echo
useful for detection and positionin during rescue operations of persons missing
at sea.
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